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Academic Experience

Current PhD student at University of Bologna
Nov 2018 Computer science and Engineering

Tutor: Prof. Paolo Torroni, PhD Marco Lippi
My main research topic is natural language processing (NLP). In particular, my main re-
search activity concerns artificial intelligence, machine learning and deep learning. I
focus on the integration of arbitrary textual knowledge in deep learning models with ap-
plications in the fields of Legal Analytics (LA) and Argument Mining (AM). Arbitrary know-
ledge integration requires advanced language understanding techniques and is subdued
to tight requirements like model interpretability and transparency. Both sub-symbolic
and symbolic methodologies are required in order to achieve efficient data-driven learn-
ing, as well as, satisfy aforementioned tight constraints. I take inspiration from several
research fields, mainly including reinforcement learning.

Sept-Dec 2021 Teaching Assistant
Natural Language Processing course (Prof. Torroni)
Teaching tutor for the course of Natural Language Processing held by Prof. Paolo Torroni.
I’m mainly involved in the preparation of laboratory assignments, providing assistance
to students and participating in their final examination.

Feb-July 2021 Internship at Ubiquitous Knowledge Processing (UKP) Lab
Supervisor: PhD Mohsen Mesgar, Prof. Iryna Gurevych
My internship project concerned the development of AI dialogue argumentative chat-
bots on scientific literature. I developed a custom online platform for human dialogue
collection. Researchers from different university could join the project with their own
scientific papers and start discussing with other peers. Subsequently, the collected data
was used to investigate the impact of arguments in scientific papers to boost the capab-
ilities of a dialogue agent. Collected dialogues not only contain standard query-replies
on scientific papers, but also opinions about emerged topics.

Sept-Dec 2020 Teaching Assistant
Natural Language Processing course (Prof. Torroni)
Teaching tutor for the course of Natural Language Processing held by Prof. Paolo Torroni.

April 2019 Short-Term Scientific Mission (STSM, Open University, Milton Keynes,
England)
Supervisor: Prof. Anna de Liddo
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The aim of this visit is to explore the possibility of integration of three technologies under
development in the domain of computer-supported reflection and deliberation systems
from three APPLY COST network institutions: the Open University (host institution), the
University of Bologna (applicant’s institution), and the Universidade Nova in Lisbon (In-
stitution coordinating the APPLY COST action). The desired outcome of this Short-Term
Scientific Missions (STSM) is a draft workplan leading to a focused pilot initiative in the
context the APPLY network, aiming to demonstrate the potential of innovative technolo-
gies in facilitating the policy debate through computeraided reflection and deliberation
systems.

Apr-Oct 2018 Scholarship in collaboration with Magneti Marelli
Anomaly detection in the automotive research field
Tutor: Prof. Paolo Torroni, PhD Marco Lippi
I developed deep learning models, such as forecasting neural networks and encoder-
decoder architectures, able to tackle the challenging task of anomaly detection. The
former tools were defined in order to highlight high signals reconstruction errors in
case of anomaly occurrence. One the major challenges concerned the development of
neural models that were independent of several important factors, such as the driving
style and the driving environmental condition.

Publications

Title ”ArgSciChat: A Dataset of Argumentative Conversational Discussions on
Scientific Papers”

Year 2021
Author(s) Federico Ruggeri, Mohsen Mesgar, Iryna Gurevych
Venue ACL Rolling Review
Status Under Revision

Title ”Tree-Constrained Graph Neural Networks for Argument Mining”
Year 2021

Author(s) Federico Ruggeri, Marco Lippi, Paolo Torroni
Venue IEEE Transactions on Neural Networks and Learning Systems
Status Under Revision

Title ”MemBERT: Injecting Unstructured Knowledge into BERT”
Year 2021

Author(s) Federico Ruggeri, Marco Lippi, Paolo Torroni
Venue IJCLR 2021
Status Under Revision

Title ”SubjectivITA: An Italian Corpus for Subjectivity Detection in Newspapers”
Year 2021

Author(s) Francesco Antici, Luca Bolognini, Matteo A. Inajetovic, Bogdan Ivasiuk,
Andrea Galassi, Federico Ruggeri

Venue CLEF 2021
Status Accepted

Title ”Detecting and explaining unfairness in consumer contracts through
memory networks”

Year 2020



Author(s) Federico Ruggeri, Francesca Lagioia, Marco Lippi, Paolo Torroni
Venue Artificial Intelligence and Law Journal
Status Accepted

Title ”Explaining potentially unfair clauses to the consumer with the CLAUDETTE
tool”

Year 2020
Author(s) Ru�ta Liepin�a, Federico Ruggeri, Francesca Lagioia, Marco Lippi, Kasper

Drazewski, Paolo Torroni
Venue KDD-NLLP 2020 Workshop
Status Accepted

Title ”Detecting and Explaining Unfairness in Consumer Contracts with Memory
Networks”

Year 2020
Author(s) Federico Ruggeri, Francesca Lagioia, Marco Lippi, Paolo Torroni

Published in ICML-LML 2020 Workshop
Status Accepted

Title ”Deep Learning for Detecting and Explaining Unfairness in Consumer
Contracts”

Year 2019
Author(s) Francesca Lagioia, Federico Ruggeri, Kasper Drazewski, Marco Lippi,

Hans-Wolfgang Micklitz, Paolo Torroni, Giovanni Sartor
Published in JURIX 2019: The Thirty-second Annual Conference, Amsterdam, IOS

Press, 2019, pp. 43 - 52 (FRONTIERS IN ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE AND
APPLICATIONS)

Status Accepted

Education

July 2019 Summer School, Certosa di Pontignano, Siena
Theme: 2nd Advanced Course on Data Science & Machine Learning
The 2nd Advanced Course on Data Science &Machine Learning (ACDL) is a full-immersion
five-day residential Course at the Certosa di Pontignano (Siena - Tuscany, Italy) on cutting-
edge advances in Data Science and Machine Learning with lectures delivered by world-
renowned experts. The Course provides a stimulating environment for academics, early
career researches, Post-Docs, PhD students and industry leaders. Participants will also
have the chance to present their results with oral talks or posters, and to interact with
their peers, in a friendly and constructive environment.

July 2019 Summer School, University of Lille, Lille
Theme: Reinforcement Learning Summer SCOOL (RLSS)
Two full weeks to discover the theory and practice of sequential decision making: rein-
forcement learning introduction, multi-armed bandits and deep RL.

June 2019 Summer School, University of Genova, Genova
Theme: Machine Learning Crash Course (MLCC)



Machine Learning is a key to develop intelligent systems and analyze data in science
and engineering. Machine Learning engines enable intelligent technologies such as Siri,
Kinect or Google self driving car, to name a few. At the same time, Machine Learning
methods help deciphering the information in our DNA and make sense of the flood of
information gathered on the web, forming the basis of a new “Science of Data”. This
course provides an introduction to the fundamental methods at the core of modern Ma-
chine Learning. It covers theoretical foundations as well as essential algorithms. Classes
on theoretical and algorithmic aspects are complemented by practical lab sessions.

Aug 2018 Summer School, University of Ferrara, Ferrara
Theme: School is Statistical Relational Artificial Intelligence (StarAI)
Relational AI deals very effectively with complex domains involving many and even a
varying number of entities connected by complex relationships, while statistical AI man-
ages well the uncertainty that derives from incomplete and noisy descriptions of the
domains. Both fields achieved significant successes over the last thirty years but evolved
largely independently until about fifteen years ago, when the potential originating from
their combination started to emerge. Statistical Relational Learning (SRL) was proposed
for exploiting relational descriptions in statistical machine learning methods from the
field of graphical models. Meanwhile, the scope of SRL was significantly advanced in
StarAI to cover all forms of reasoning and models of AI. StarAI is nowadays an ample
area encompassing many and diverse approaches.

Feb 2018 Master Degree in Computer Engineering
110/110 summa cum laude, University of Bologna, Bologna
Thesis: “Argument structure prediction with stance classification fea-
tures” | Advisor: Prof. Paolo Torroni

Dec 2015 Bachelor Degree in Computer Engineering
105/110, University of Bologna, Bologna
Thesis: “Monitoring, alerting and resource management of cloud ap-
plications based on Docker” | Advisor: Prof. Paolo Bellavista

July 2012 Scientific High School Diploma
95/100, “M. Malpighi”, Bologna

Languages

Italian: Mothertongue
English: Advanced, C1

IELTS, British Council, 30 June 2018
Score: 7.5/9

Personal and Soft Skills

Being an enthusiastic and curious student in artificial intelligence, I am well aware that areas
such as Machine Learning and Deep Learning are growing at an outstanding rate, finding
also applications in other fields like robotics. To this end, I am always eager to take note
of new progresses in these fields, by keeping up to date with scientific publications and
articles, which represent the highest level of development, as well as trying to reproduce
the newly introduced methodologies by myself when it is possible. During my studies I had
the possibility to delve into the following machine learning and artificial intelligence topics.

1. Reinforcement Learning (RL): I held some seminars (both internally in my department
and as guest lecturer) on fundamentals of reinforcement learning and advanced topics.

2. Natural Language Processing (NLP): I have experience in several NLP research areas:
text classification, text clustering, text generation, document summarization, stance



classification and relation prediction. I’m consistently exploring new areas while re-
searching advanced techniques for challenging problems like unstructured textual
knowledge integration. I mainly focus on Argument Mining (AM) as it is the main
research topic of the research group I’m in at university.

3. Computer Vision: general background knowledge acquired from university courses.
In addition, further studies interested the field of augmented reality.

4. Neural networks: initial studies started at the university were further refined later on
as a PhD student. I researched and implemented advanced architectures like memory-
augmented neural networks (MANNs), graph neural networks (GNNs) and transformers.

Generally speaking, I like to vary across multidisciplinary topics. I’m always keen on new
suggestions, corrections and anything related. I think that there’s always the possibility to
improve yourself.

Interests and Activities

I am a persistent person, who seeks new challenges and strives to find appropriate solu-
tions independently of the associated field of application. I strongly believe that acquiring
a problem solving skill by considering heterogeneous tasks is a crucial skill in learning and
researching. Independence is another strong characteristic of my personality: I set my own
goals and organize my work in order to achieve them. Nevertheless, I had the opportunity
to work many times as a member of different groups for projects during my studies and I
am deeply convinced about the great importance of teamwork in a research environment,
where a constructive attitude and an open mindset are of great value.

Technical Skills

Throughout my studies, I have acquired skills belonging to heterogeneous domains. Down
below, I report a list of the main programming languages and libraries that I often use during
my research. I make my own programming frameworks for research.

• Python (Advanced)

• Tensorflow (Advanced)

• PyTorch (Intermediate)

• Keras (Advanced)

• Php

• Mongo

• Javascript (also React)

• C#

• Lua

• MySQL
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